Editorial

Contemporary Research: An Interdisciplinary Academic Journal (CRAIAJ) is the annual publication of Ghodaghodi Multiple Campus. It is the moment of immense pleasure that we are publishing this issue with additional flavors: its updated title, print as well as online publication with its own journal website www.craiaj.com, its ISSN registration, and processing of research papers through rigorous double blind peer review- first, among faculty working in the campuses, then, two expert reviewers with national international recognition- fulfilling international criteria for scholarly academic research and process writing. This issue will also be displayed on www.nepjol.info, Napali journals online developed by International Networks for the Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP) and now managed by Tribhuvan University Central Library, to ensure wider coverage and display of the quality research papers. Other international academic and scholarly features will be added to our upcoming issues. We also plan to provide national international platform for the exposure of scholars and researchers through conference, workshop, and seminars.

Academic scholarly research plays significant role in the formation of knowledge related to social cultural economic issues, development, innovation, and change. The Far Western Province of the nation has very little exposure to the formation and knowledge. Locally generated knowledge and solutions can sustain and develop indigenous practices, and at the same time can be the key to solving local as well as global problems. We plan to pursue this guiding principle in our future journey. However, this volume contains papers from literature, development, economics, finance, and management related areas addressing contemporary social issues and the issues related to concerned disciplines. The future priority area for research will consist of issues related to social economic managerial problems, development, travel, tourism, art, literature, culture, life style, innovation, and change.

Our previous volumes were in print form only. We plan to display their archive in the journal website. Information on conference, workshop, and seminar will be displayed on journal website. Guidelines, checklists, notices, model manuscript, ethical policy documents and related information for submitting articles can be downloaded from the journal website. From the next issue, CRAIAJ will be published on regular basis in every October. Researchers are requested to upload their papers to the website or send them through e-mail. Comments, suggestions, and feedback are always welcome; and that can be participated through e-mail to the editor or leaving the message to the website.
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